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INTRODUCTION
In recent years great interest has developed in transporting erythrocytes and proteins through micro-capillaries electro-kinetically using longitudinal (axially-directed) electric fields [1] .
Electro-kinetics also has immense possible applications in the synthesis of novel chip-based miniaturized medical diagnostic kits [2] , separation dynamics in blood disorder treatment and endothelial electrophysiology [3] , electrogenic bioplasma transport [4] , continuous-flow electro-kinetic-assisted plasmapheresis [5] , electro-osmotic manipulation of DNA in microfabricated systems [6] and dielectrophoretic manufacture of biopolymers [7] . Electrokinetics provides a rich arena for multi-physical simulations. It combines viscous flow, electro-physics and depending on the geometry via which the transport takes place, a variety of rich boundary conditions (moving wall, oscillatory, micro-channel, transpiration, adhesion etc). Ghosal [8] has provided a lucid review of applications in capillary transport, emphasizing that careful selection of different chemical, electrical and viscous conditions can benefit dispersion rates. In conjunction with the many excellent laboratory-based investigations which have been reported on capillary electro-kinetics and electrohemodynamics [9] , theoretical and computational studies have also stimulated exceptional interest in recent years. Simulation has therefore evolved into a very key area of modern electro-osmotic fluid dynamics research. The presence of ionic components, nutrients and other particles in blood, which respond to bio-electrical and also externally applied electrical fields, provides a suitable forum for electro-kinetic simulations in hemodynamics. In many narrow vessel or microchannel applications, electrokinetic flow fields can be delineated into an internal flow domain controlled by viscous and electrostatic forces and an external flow domain regulated by inertial and pressure forces. These two regions are demarcated via a slip velocity condition which is determined by the Helmholtz−Smoulochowski equation. Many aspects of dielectric phenomena, polarizability, mobility of ions and Debye length effects have been addressed comprehensively by Sharp and Honig [10] who have also covered in detail finite difference numerical simulations of a standard model in electro-kinetics, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. Liu et al. [11] developed a robust 3D immersed molecular electrokinetic finite element method (IMEFEM) to simulate micro fluidic electrokinetic assemblies of bio-molecules, blood transport and related problems including pH control interactions. They described bio-sensing efficiency, applied electric field threshold, biomolecule deformation and nanoscale Brownian motion. Hlushkou et al. [12] presented a modified lattice-Boltzmann method for three-dimensional electroosmotic flows in porous media, specifically addressing electro-kinetics in straight cylindrical capillaries with a nonuniform zeta-potential distribution for ratios of the capillary inner radius to the thickness of the electrical double layer from 10 to 100. Sheu et al. [13] investigated computationally and experimentally electro-osmotic blood flows in ionic tissue model, as a simulation of the meridian passage, elaborating on immediate response and electrical field interaction with the blood circulation. Gheshlaghi et al. [14] developed closed-form Fourier series solutions to transient electro-kinetic flow in a parallel rotating plate microchannel, noting that period and the decay rate of the oscillations are invariant with the Debye-Hückel parameter and that a complex time dependent boundary layer structure at the channel walls evolves at greater rotational frequencies. Furthermore they observed that both angular velocity and the Debye-Hückel parameters strongly modify the induced transient secondary (cross) flow. Santiago [15] investigated theoretically the influence of effects of fluid inertia and pressure on the velocity and vorticity field of electroosmotic insulated wall channel flows, considering Strouhal number effects. Alam and Penney [16] described a Lagrangian methodology for simulating electro-osmotic mass diffusion in microchannels studying behaviour at high Peclet numbers. Luo et al. [17] employed a combination of smoothed profile method (SPM) and spectral element discretizations, to study electro-kinetic flows in both straight channels and charged micro-tubular cylinders, considering variations in electrical conductivities between the charged surfaces and electrolyte solution. Bég et al. [18] studied non-linear electro-kinetic flows in circular tubes using a Chebyschev spectral method, considering electrical Reynolds number, electrical Hartmann and electrical slip effects. They observed that electrical Hartmann number decelerates the ionic flow whereas increasing electrical Reynolds number enhances the electrical field distribution. Huang et al. [19] investigated electroosmotic dynamics in micro-channels with a modified finite element method. They solved the coupled mass, momentum, Laplace (equation for the effective electrical potential) and Helmholtz (electrical potential in the electric double layer i.e. EDL) equations at Re=0.0259), observing that greater applied electric potential accelerates the tissue fluid owing to the formation of an EDL. Karatay et al. [20] analysed using the CFD-ACE commercial solver and a direct numerical simulation (DNS) code, the electro-convective flow induced by concentration polarization near an ion selective surface, computing in detail the velocity and ion concentration spectra over many frequencies. They also observed that DNS codes compile faster than commercial codes solvers in electro-osmotic coupled simulations. Ondal et al. [21] investigated the combined electroosmotic and pressure driven flow in a rectangular microchannel at high zeta potential and with an overlapping electrical double-layer. They conducted computational simulations to compute the potential distribution without the conventional Debye Huckel approximation with a site dissociation model.
The above studies were generally confined to steady state flows with rigid boundaries.
However most transport processes in physiology are transient e.g. pusaltile effects due to the beating of the heart. An important unsteady propagation mechanisms for transport is peristalsis which is a radially symmetrical contraction and relaxation of muscles that propagates materials in a wave-like motion along a conduit utilizing deformable walls. This mechanism arises in an astonishing range of biological systems including pharyngeal physiology [22] , vasomotion (periodic oscillations of blood vessels walls) in bat wing venules [23] , pulmonary and perivascular space (PVS) dynamics [24] , bile migration in the gastric tract [25] . Peristalsis has also been implemented in several bio-inspired medical devices including nano-scale pharmacological delivery systems [26, 27] , fish locomotion for underwater robots [28] and biomimetic worm soft peristaltic land crawling robots [29, 30] .
Although documented for over a century in medical sciences, fundamental studies of peristaltic hydrodynamics only materialized in the 1960s. The premier researcher in biomechanics, Y.C. Fung with co-workers presented a seminal investigation on the subject [31] . This study considered peristaltic pumping generated via the imposition of an axisymmetric traveling sinusoidal wave of moderate amplitude on the wall of a flexible conduit. The nonlinear convective acceleration terms in the Navier-Stokes equation were retained and perturbation solutions developed. Further studies of Newtonian peristaltic propulsion considering different aspects including inertial, elastic wall and activation waves were communicated by Weinberg et al. [32] , Tang and Rankin [33] , Carew and Pedley [34] and Tang and Shen [35] .
The above studies although very detailed, were restricted to infinite length geometries.
However the vast majority of real applications of peristalsis involve finite length channels, vessels etc. An important work considering transient peristaltic flows in finite length conduits was presented by Li and Brasseur [36] . Kumar et al. [37] extended the Li-Brasseur model to consider wall permeability. Tripathi and Bég [38] further consider hydromagnetic peristaltic flow and thermal convection heat transfer in a finite length channel observing that higher pressure is needed to drive electrically-conducting Newtonian fluids compared with nonconducting Newtonian fluids, whereas, a lower pressure is necessary when strong thermal buoyancy effects are present. Toklu [39] presented a detailed simulation of esophageal bolus transport in a finite intraluminal geometry integrating actual videofluoroscopic and concurrent manometric geometric data with a viscous Newtonian numerical model. Further studies of finite length conduit peristalsis have been communicated by Tong et al. [40] , Pal and Brasseur [41] in the context of uro-dynamics and by Jaggy et al. [42] for the peristaltic, extracorporeal displacement pump (Affinity) employed in cardiopulmonary bypass hemodynamics.
In the present article we consider electro-osmotic Newtonian viscous peristaltic pumping in a finite length geometry. Although numerous studies have been communicated on magnetohydrodynamic peristalsis e.g. [44] , relatively few investigations have appeared on Lubrication theory is applied and a long wave approximation is used [peristaltic wavelength is much greater amplitude, which eliminates nonlinear convective acceleration terms from the Navier-Stokes equations) and with Debye-Huckel linearization, permits the derivation of closed-form solutions to the transformed boundary value problem. The work is motivated by applications in ionic diffusion and blood pumping with peristaltic waves in cerebro-spinal zones [50] and potential biomimetic devices exploiting such mechanisms [51, 52] . It may also relevant to electrofluid botanical transport [53] . The mathematical model of Li and Brasseur [36] is retrieved as a very special case of the present general model.
ELECTRO-OSMOTIC PERISTALTIC VISCOUS HEMODYNAMIC MODEL
We consider the blood flow through capillary as microfluidic circular cylindrical tube where blood is an aqueous ionic solution and may be manipulated by means of an externally applied electric field. Electro-hydrodynamic properties of blood have been well established in many landmark physiological studies. Blood flow is known to generate a concomitant electrical force that acts within the blood vessel-the electrokinetic vascular streaming potential (EVSP). This amazing phenomenon was first identified by the prominent German physiologist, Quincke [54] in the 1860s. More recently with developments in electro-osmotic systems, the electro-hemodynamic phenomenon has been exploited in many other areas including vascular control [55] , hemostasis [56] , wound repair [57] and cerebral electrotherapy [58] . Ionic concentrations within blood and surface charges in haemotological vessels are primarily responsible for electro-kinetic effects which generate electrical body forces that can be manipulated via external electrical fields. We also consider the tube (blood vessel) to be of finite length, and the propulsion processes to be inherently non-steady in the laboratory frame of reference. The schematic of the problem under consideration is depicted in Fig. 1 and mathematically described by the following expression
where a , ,  , x , c , t , L are the radius of tube, amplitude, wavelength, axial coordinate, wave velocity, time and tube length. The Poisson-Boltzmann equation to describe the electric potential distribution for a symmetric (z: z) binary electrolyte solution (Na + Cl -), is expressed as:
Here  is the permittivity and e  is the density of the total ionic change which is given by, 
where 0 n represents the concentration of ions at the bulk, which is independent of surface electro-chemistry, e is the electronic charge, z is charge balance, B K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the average temperature of the electrolytic solution. This distribution of ionic concentration appears to be valid when there is no axial gradient of the ionic concentration within the micro-channel and the flow Péclet number is assumed to be significantly small.
Combining Eqns. (2) and (3) 
, is the electro-osmotic i.e. electro-kinetic parameter which is the inverse of the Debye length,  d . It is important to note that when the zeta (ζ) potential is significant or the background electrolyte is weak, the electric double layer (EDL) can grow strongly in thickness and over-lapping may arise. Furthermore if the EDL takes up a substantial portion of the channel, velocity profiles can be modified local and the electrostatic body force could lead to the expulsion of counter-ions (to the surface charge). These extreme aspects have been elaborated by Saville [59] . However in the present analysis we do not consider thick EDLs. These are deferred to a subsequent study will be no longer be plug shaped, and the Solving Eq. 
where 0 () I mr is the modified Bessel function of first kind and zero order [60] .
The governing equations describing time-dependent, viscous Newtonian electro-osmotic blood flow through a deformable capillary under an applied external electric field may be presented in an axisymmetric coordinate system ( x r, ) as: Proceeding, we define:
where ,  is wave number, and Re is the wave amplitude and capillary-diameter based-Reynolds number. Eqns. (7) -(9) then take the form: 
,
is the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski velocity. It is assumed that the wavelength of the pulse is much larger than the radius of tube; i.e. we assume that the lubrication approximation is valid ( = a/<<1). Applying these approximations the governing equations finally assume a much more compact and amenable form: 
.
Eqns. (15) and (16) evidently correspond to a non-zero axial pressure gradient and zero radial pressure gradient, respectively. The relevant boundary conditions, following Li and Brasseur [36] are prescribed as follows:
Solving Eqn. (15) with boundary conditions (17), the electro-kinetic modified axial velocity is obtained as:
Using the Eqn. (18) and boundary condition (17), the electro-kinetically modulated radial velocity by virtue of the continuity equation is found to be:
where 1 () I mr is the modified Bessel function of first kind of first order (see Kreyzig [60] ).
Using Eq. (19) and boundary conditions (17), the pressure gradient is obtained as:
where 0 () Gt is arbitrary function of t to be evaluated by using finite length boundary conditions (17) . The pressure difference can be computed along the axial length by: 
The local wall shear stress is defined again following Li and Brasseur [36] :
The volumetric flow rate is defined as:
The pumping performance is characterized for periodic train waves by averaging the volumetric flow rate for one time interval i.e. time-averaged volume flow rate. This is defined following Shapiro et al. [61] as:
Using Eqns. (24) and (25), the pressure gradient is derived in the form of time-averaged flow rate as:
Using Eqns. (18) Figs. 4(a-d) show the evolution in local wall shear stress distribution along the tube length for train wave propagation and single wave propagation at different time instants under the effects of electro-osmotic parameter (m) i.e. inverse Debye length ( d ). There is a significant depression at all time stages in the shear stress with increasing m values. The blood flow is therefore strongly decelerated with greater electro-osmotic effect, which concurs with many other studies in this area, notably Goswami et al. [47] . The alternating nature of wall shear stress induced by the peristaltic wave is clearly captured in these figures. Fig.3 . Pressure distribution along the length of channel at 0 0.6, 2, 0, 3 
. Solid and dashed colour lines represent the local wall shear stress for different electro-osmotic parameter (inverse Debye lengths) and dotted black lines show pulse position. Fig. 6a reveals that the variation of flow rate is oscillatory in nature and it is dependent on a set of values of time and tube length. It is also seen that the inlet flow rate is zero at initial stage (inlet flow rate) and alternates with progression in time and tube length and finally reduces again to zero (outlet flow rate). Fig.6b depicts that volume flow rate enhances with reducing the magnitude of EDL thickness (i.e.
the value of electro-osmotic parameter, m from 1-50) and ascends to values very close to the flow rate for very thin EDL ( m ). Fig. 6c shows that the effect of external electric field on volume flow rate with EDL thickness effect. It is found that flow rate diminishes with 0 HS U  Ref. [61] (e) increasing effects of external electric field (smaller Debye lengths) and furthermore for low value of Debye length, the flow rate is very close to the case of very thin EDL.
Figs. 7(a & b)
are drawn to illustrate the pressure difference across the one wavelength against the time averaged flow rate under the influences of electro-osmotic parameter (thickness of EDL) and external electric field. It is observed that the relation between pressure difference and flow rate is linear and the pressure is maximized at zero flow rate and vice-versa. With greater flow rate the pressure decreases. Fig. 7a shows that the pressure ascends and approaches that for very thin EDL (i.e. m ) with increasing the magnitude of m from 0-50 that means the pressure enhances with reducing the thickness of EDL. Fig.6b shows that the pressure rises with increasing the effects of external electric field and it is minimum for without external electric field. The pressure without electric field is similar in Figs. 8(a-d) illustrate that the effects of external electric field on trapping for both cases with finite Debye length (i.e. 10 m  ) and very thin EDL (i.e. m ). It is apparent that the size of trapped bolus reduces with increasing the effects of external electric field. From Figs. 8(a & b) and (c & d) , the stream lines are very similar for both cases 10 m  and m but the similarity is progressively lost when external electric field is stronger. Figs.8 (c, e) show the variation in Debye length at 0.1 HS U  , and it is observed that the size of trapped bolus reduces with decreasing the magnitude of Debye length (i.e. increasing value of electro-osmotic parameter, m ).
CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical study has been conducted for the unsteady peristaltic pumping of electro- (i) Maximum blood pressure arises for fully contracted walls whereas the minimum is associated with fully relaxed walls.
(ii)
It is also observed that the pressure is reduced with electro-osmotic parameter i.e. increases with increasing the thickness of Debye length in train wave propagation with the converse response observed for single wave propagation.
(iii) Owing to contraction and relaxation of walls, a negative pressure gradient is generated which sustains propagation of the blood bolus (trapped vorticity zone) in the forward axial direction.
(iv)
Pressure is significantly suppressed with greater external electrical field i.e. larger values of the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski velocity, for train wave propagation; the contrary behaviour is the case for single wave propagation.
(v)
Similar patterns are computed for pressure distribution to the non-osmotic blood flow study of Li and Brasseur [36] i.e. without external electric field.
(vi)
With progression in time, there is a substantial reduction in wall shear stress which exhibits a U-shaped profile (and therefore associated axial flow retardation)
with increasing electro-osmotic parameter (i.e. decreasing Debye electrical length).
(vii) Periodic distributions in wall shear stress are strongly evident indicating the wavy nature of peristaltic propulsion.
(viii) Local wall shear stress distribution is maximized at the initial stage of propulsion and is depressed with wall contraction and constant for wall relaxation, for both train wave propagation also single wave propagation cases.
(ix)
Larger strength of axial electrical field i.e. greater Helmholtz-Smoluchowski velocity, significantly decelerates the peristaltic blood flow.
(x)
An absence of electrical field accelerates the blood flow indicating that with electrical field hemodynamic control is achieved.
(xi)
With increasing electro-osmotic parameter (decreasing Debye length), volume flow rate is elevated, tending to the value for very thin EDL (as electro-osmotic parameter tends to infinity).
(xii) Flow rate is reduced with stronger Helmholtz-Smoluchowski velocity i.e. stronger external axial electric field.
(xiii) A linear decay relation is computed between pressure difference and flow rate.
(xiv) Pressure is boosted with stronger axial electric field and it is a minimum without external electric field. The pressure distributions in the absence of electric field resemble those computed by et al. [61] .
(xv) Bolus magnitude is reduced with increasing axial external electric field and also with greater electro-osmotic parameter (smaller Debye length).
An important pathway for extending the current linearized two-dimensional simulations is to deploy computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software for transient 3-D simulations. An excellent suite available for modelling such flows is the ANSYS FLUENT code. This has been implemented by Laskowski and Bart [62] in conjunction with openFOAM algorithms to analyse electro-kinetic flow dynamics in chromatographic devices. Other softwares which have been utilized to simulate electro-kinetic dynamics include the SIMION code and the finite element code, COMSOL Multi-physics [63] . These simulations have explored ion motion at elevated pressure calibrated against experimentally derived ion current data.
Peristaltic computational fluid dynamics studies include Tharakan et al. [64] with applications in gastric transport; however electrokinetics has not been considered. Therefore to the authors' knowledge composite electro-kinetic peristaltic hemodynamics has thusfar not been analyzed with general purpose CFD softwares. However recently El Gendy [65] has explored peristaltic flows in smart pumps using ANSYS FLUENT and also considered both Newtonian and non-Newtonian models. These studies may be further extended to consider combined models using the Navier-Stokes equations, energy equations for stationary temperature fields and mass transfer equations for the electrokinetic flow. Another aspect of significance which has been ignored in the present simulation is heat transfer. The heatconducting properties of blood make this an important feature to analyse in capillary electroosmotic flows. Furthermore this provides other key aspects of interest including entropy generation minimization via second law thermodynamic simulation. Important studies in this regard have been presented by Gorla [66] for micro-channels and Goswami et al. [67] for conjugate electro-osmotic heat transfer. These models have however only considered Newtonian flows. Non-Newtonian characteristics may feature strongly in micro-capillary transport. Important constitutive models which could be considered therefore include powerlaw models [68] , micropolar models [69] and couple stress models [70] . These would provide more comprehensive insight into non-Newtonian biological entropy simulation in electroosmotic peristalsis and indeed both couple stress [71] and viscoelastic models [72] are currently being explored.
